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Factory Sharpening - Slitter Blades
Mar-Bel has the most experience in sharpening the three bladed die set that is the trademark of the Mar-Bel slitter. You blades will be inspected
for tolerances tolerances and restored to specifications. Your blades will experience only the minimum amount of grinding necessary to restore
these tolerances so as to greatly increase tool life. We also recondition the tooling of other slitter machines on request.
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Your slitter blades can be sharpened a number of times. How many is dependent on your individual usage.
Before packing your blades for shipment, measure the outside diameter (OD) of the smallest blade.:
If this measurement is 5.395" or more, and there are no nicks, your blades can be sharpened.
If this measurement is less than 5.395", your blades cannot be sharpened.
[You may order a new set from Mar-Bel Associates].
5. Before ordering, note the thickness of the blades comprising your set.
6. If all three blades are 1/16", you have a 1973 or earlier slitter and require a set of Style A slitter blades.
7. If your set is made up of one blade having a 1/16" thickness and two being 1/8" thick, you require a set of
Style B

The physical address to ship your blades to is:
Mar-Bel Associates
Attn: George Mouzakis
777 Walkerbilt Rd #8
Naples, FL 34110

If you include a check for $56.00, Mar-Bel will pay return shipping.
PLEASE NOTE: If you choose to have the tooling sharpened elsewhere, make sure they know how to
sharpen and that they accept responsibility to replace any sets improperly sharpened.
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